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Date 05/22/2024
Time In 02:30 PM
Inspector Reference14

Facility NameThe Neighborhood School Permit TypeChild Care Center

Permit NumberCO200513 Phone Number(307) 632-3339

Facility Address3917 Central Ave
Cheyenne WY 82001

Owner [OwnerfirstName]Maureen Giordano

PurposeFollow-Up Inspection Date05/22/2024

Violation Code Display Pg12) Sanitary Practices
Observation: Paper towel rolls, toilet paper rolls, and egg cartons being used for arts and crafts.

5/22/24 - conducted a follow up inspection and paper towel holders are still being used for crafts. Discontinue all 
toilet paper, paper towel rolls and egg cartons in crafts. 
Corrective Action(s): Do not use these items for crafts.  
(Repeat)  

3) Safety
Observation: Girls restroom hand sink #27 at 125 degrees F.

5/22/24 - conducted a follow up inspection. Hand sink #27 was at 127 degrees F. Water must stay between 100-120 
degrees F in order to prevent burns. 
Corrective Action(s): Maintain kids hand sink between 100-120 degrees F.  
(Repeat)  

3) Safety
Observation: Boys bathroom #19 hand sink at 80 degrees F. 

5/22/24 - conducted follow up and bathroom #19 hand sink is at 78 degrees. Hand sinks for kids must be between 
100-120 degrees F.
Corrective Action(s): Maintain kids hand sinks between 100-120 degrees F.  
(Repeat)
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General comments- Both hand sinks are still out of temperature. Make sure that hand sinks #19 and #27 are between 100-120 degrees 
F. I would recommend calling a plumber and/or installing a mixing valve on the two sinks, as all the other sinks are 
in proper ranges, and not messing with the water heater. 
- Discontinue use of paper towel rolls, toilet paper rolls, and egg cartons in crafts. Since the paper towels and toilet 
paper are found in the bathroom, they could be contaminated. Since eggs can carry bacteria, egg cartons may not 
be used in crafts. Brand new egg cartons that have never held eggs and are intended for crafts, may be used 
instead. 
- A repeat follow up inspection will be conducted once violations are corrected, or within 2 weeks of today's 
inspection date. There will be a $100 fee charged for this repeat follow up that will be billed to you following the 
inspection.

PIC Name and Title, Inspector Name and TitleMadison Bell, EHS
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